RR
ROYAL RAJ
à la carte menu

Welcome to the Royal Raj. It is our pleasure to prepare for
you a range of authentic Indian dishes as rich and diverse as
the sub-continent itself. Each region has it’s own unique
blend of herbs and spices which combine to create the
distinctive flavours and aromas of the Indian Cuisine.
Our chefs have experience in the fine art of preparing this
delicious food and we are proud to present a selection of these
dishes and to introduce our signature dishes.
It is our desire to give you an unsurpassed eating experience
memorable for both our service and the quality of our food.
Enjoy your evening with us and we look forward to
welcoming you back again to the Royal Raj.

Fully Licensed Restaurant
& Takeaway
10% OFF Collection
Opening Times:
Monday to Thursday
6.00 - 11.00pm
Friday to Saturday
6.00 - 11.30pm
Sunday
6.00 - 10.30pm
Lunch available on bookings

High Street, Winterbourne, Bristol

Tel: 01454 773301/01454 778888
All major credit cards accepted

Welcome to The Royal Raj
Please Note: All our dishes are cooked to order and the
timing given is only and estimate. The actual time to cook your
order may vary especially during busy times.

We thank you for your patience
Allergy Warning: May contain traces of nut, gluten &
other ingredients. Please ask when ordering.

Starters

POPADUMS OR SPICY MASSALA POPADUMS ....... 75p
Condiments
ONION SALAD/MINT YOGHURT/MANGO CHUTNEY OR
COCONUT CHUTNEY .......................................................... 75p
RED CHILLI SAUCE/MIXED LIME PICKLE ................... 75p
DHOI (Plain Yoghurt) ................................................................... 75p
RAITHA (Cucumber or Onion) ...................................................... £1.95
MIXED RAITHA (Cucumber, Onion and Tomato) ........................£1.95
ONION BHAJI ......................................................................... £3.95
MEAT OR VEGETABLE SAMOSA .................................... £3.95
Freshly made parcels of minced lamb or vegetable.

ALOO CHOP ............................................................................ £4.95
Mashed potatoes mixed with spices, coated in breadcrumbs.

MIXED SHOBJI STARTER .................................................. £4.95
Single pieces of onion bhaji, vegetable samosa and aloo chop.

ALOO OR CHANA PURI ...................................................... £3.95
Potatoes or chick-peas cooked in sour sauce and served on a soft deep fried puri bread.

ALOO CHAT ............................................................................. £3.95
Small juicy pieces of potatoes, spiced in a sour sauce & chatt spices.

CHICKEN OR LAMB CHATT .............................................. £4.95
Small juicy pieces of chicken or lamb spiced in a sour sauce & chatt spices.

CHICKEN PAKORA ............................................................... £4.95
Chicken marinated in delicate herbs and spices coated with gram flour and deep fried.

CHICKEN TIKKA OR LAMB TIKKA ................................. £4.95
Diced chicken or lamb marinated in mild spices and skewered in a charcoal oven.

SHEEK KEBAB ........................................................................ £4.95
Spicy minced lamb skewered, then cooked in a tandoori oven.

RESHMI KEBAB ..................................................................... £4.95
Minced lamb mixed with freshly ground spices, fried and dressed with an omelette.

LAMB CHOPS ......................................................................... £5.95
Tender baby lamb chops marinated overnight and cooked in a very classic Indian style.

MIXED KEBAB ........................................................................ £5.95
Chicken tikka, lamb tikka and sheek kebab.

TANDOORI CHICKEN .......................................................... £4.95
Spring chicken on the bone marinated with yoghurt and spices, baked in the tandoori.

CHICKEN AND MANGO PURI .......................................... £4.95
Bite-sized pieces of chicken infused and lightly spiced mango and served on a
soft deep fried puri bread.

PRAWN COCKTAIL ................................................................ £4.95
Prawns served with fresh salad and our own blend of cocktail sauce.

MASSALA FISH ....................................................................... £4.95
Fresh local cod spiced & marinated, Pan fried and served with a rocket salad.

KING PRAWN GULFI ............................................................. £5.95
Large king prawns marinated in the shell in aromtic garlic and coriander sauce
with spices and served with a fresh rocket salad and lime.

PRAWN PURI ............................................................................ £4.95
Prawns cooked with rich spices & served on a deep fried puri bread.

KING PRAWN PURI ................................................................ £5.95
King prawns cooked in rich spices & served on a deep fried puri bread.

FISH PURI .................................................................................. £4.95
Fish cooked in rich spices & served on a deep fried puri bread.

KING PRAWN BUTTERFLY .................................................. £5.95
Whole king prawn marinated in specially prepared mild sauce then coated with
breadcrumbs and deep fried.

TANDOORI KING PRAWN ................................................... £5.95
King prawns marinated in mild spices and skewered in a charcoal oven.

Signature Dishes
DHUM GOSHT ......................................................................... £11.95
Tender lamb cooked with mange tout in a traditional handi style with chef’s
own blend of spices cooked in a handi pot and sealed with a chapati.

TAWAN KHANA MURGH .................................................... £11.95
Pan cooked pieces of chicken breast and pan fried courgettes brought together
in a well spiced medium sauce.

LAMB SHANK JHOOL .......................................................... £14.95
Succulent lamb shank cooked in a blend of gentle spice and whole spices
infused with curry leaves in a veloute sauce.

HANDI CHICKEN OR LAMB ................................................ £11.95
Cooked in curry leaves with a spicy combination of sauces specially created by the chef.

MIRCHI GOSHT ....................................................................... £11.95
Lamb cooked with black pepper, lemongrass and our unique blend of spices.

OLIVE GOSHT .......................................................................... £11.95
Lamb cooked with green olive and panir indian cheese, infused with marinated spices.

KHODHU GOSHT OR CHICKEN ........................................ £11.95
Chicken or lamb cooked with pumpkin in a spicy mix of curry leaves and whole
spices in a truly authentic style.

SEABASS MOULI .................................................................... £14.95
Fillet of seabass pan fried in whole spices, coriander, mustard seeds, cumin and
curry leaves. Served with a traditional bangali style sauce which is a unique
recipe of ours. In a veloute style twist.

Tandoori Specialities

(Rice not included. Served with salad and mint yogurt.)
Tandoori and Tikka dishes are not curries. They are marinated, skewered and barbecued in a
clay oven fired with charcoal, their taste is deliciously sensational and defies description.
To go with the meal and for perfect satisfaction try a vegetable curry dish.
All served with mint raitha.

CHICKEN TIKKA OR LAMB TIKKA ................................... £7.95

TANDOORI CHICKEN (on the bone) .............................. £7.95
TANDOORI MIXED GRILL ................................................... £12.95
LAMB CHOPS ........................................................................... £11.95
Tender Baby Lamb Chops marinated overnight and cooked in a very classic Indian style.

CHICKEN OR LAMB SHASLICK ......................................... £8.95
KING PRAWN SHASLICK ..................................................... £14.95
FISH SHASLICK (New) .......................................................... £13.95
TANDOORI KING PRAWN ................................................... £13.95
PANIR SHASLICK .................................................................... £9.95
KING PRAWN GULFI .............................................................. £13.95
Large king prawns marinated in the shell in aromatic garlic and coriander sauce
with spices. Served with fresh rocket salad and lime.

Traditional Curry Main Dishes

Chicken, Lamb or Prawn - £6.95 Mixed Vegetable - £6.50
Chicken Tikka / Lamb Tikka - £7.95 King Prawn - £14.50
MADRAS

Another most popular dish of south Indian origin. A rich, fairly hot taste, extensively
prepared with garlic, chilli powder and tomato puree paste.

VINDALOO

A south Indian dish widely known for its fiery, fabulously rich hot taste. Lemon juice and red
chilli powder are a few of the ingredients added to qualify this dish as most extravagantly
hot. Only suitable for those with a strong constitution.

BHUNA

A thoroughly condensed dish with onions, garlic, tomato and a few selected spices.
Extensively treated to provide a medium strength dish. A little condensed
but one of the tastiest.

DUPIAZA

A maximum quantity of onions, seasoned and fresh, applied with dozens of spices
to produce a taste that is medium. A very suitable dish for those who prefer
a medium to sweet taste.

ROGAN JOSH

A special preparation with onions, garlic, and selected herbs and spices.
Garnished with tomatoes. (Medium).

KORMA

Most suitable for beginners. A delicate preparation of cream & coconut producing a sweet
and very mild but rich, creamy texture. A flavour palatable for every constitution.

Balti Dishes

The"Balti" is a large spicy dish developed in Pakistan and India.
It is cooked in an iron wok and then condensed to give its distinctive flavour.

VEGETABLE SAAGWALA OR PANEER - £6.50
CHICKEN, LAMB OR PRAWN - £7.50
CHICKEN OR LAMB TIKKA - £8.95 KING PRAWN - £12.95
TANDOORI KING PRAWN- £13.95

Persian Dishes

VEGETABLE - £6.95, CHICKEN, LAMB OR PRAWN - £7.95,
CHICKEN OR LAMB TIKKA - £8.95,
KING PRAWN - £12.95, TANDOORI KING PRAWN- £13.95
DANSAK

A beautiful combination of spices with lentils, garlic & lemon juice producing
a HOT, SWEET & SOUR taste.

PATHIA

A beautiful combination of spices with garlic, onions, tomato puree paste & lemon is
extensively used to give a HOT, SWEET & SOUR taste.

Chefs Recommendations
TIKKA MASSALA .................................................................... £9.95
Cooked in a creamy Tikka sauce with coconut and mild fresh herbs & spices.

PASSANDA ................................................................................ £8.95
Cooked with coconut, ground almonds, yoghurt, fresh cream and specially
selected mild spice. (Mild & Creamy).

PESHWARI ................................................................................. £9.95
Cooked in a specially blended Tandoori Sauce with coconut, green peppers
& onions. (Mild to Medium).

KASHMIRI/MALAYA .............................................................. £7.95
A sweet and mild dish cooked with mango, mixed fruits, fresh cream, ground
almonds and coconut.

AKHBORI ................................................................................... £7.95
A mild and creamy dish cooked with Paneer cheese.

MUGLAI ...................................................................................... £7.95
Fresh spices, coconut & almonds, cooked with egg.

BUTTER ....................................................................................... £9.50
Cooked with butter and fresh cream. A special mild/ buttery dish.

CHATT MASSALA ................................................................... £9.50
Barbecued in a special blend of spices known as "Chats Massala" and condensed
in a very special sauce using the very best Massala spices (Medium).

KARAI .......................................................................................... £8.95
Medium spiced cooked with garlic, ginger, green peppers, onions, lemon and
specially selected herbs & spices. (Medium spiced).

JALFREZI .................................................................................... £8.95
Cooked with fresh green chillies, coriander & special herbs & spices (Hot).

GARLIC CHILLI ......................................................................... £8.95
Cooked with fresh green chillies & crushed red chillies, plenty of garlic and very
special herbs & spices. (Hot & Very Spicy).

GREEN GOA .............................................................................. £9.95
Cooked with freshly pureed coriander, green chillies, green peppers, mint, basil,
a hint of yoghurt and a selection of aromatic herbs & spices. (Hot & Spicy).

SAAG ........................................................................................... £7.95

A Medium strength dish cooked with garlic and selected herbs & spices and lots of spinach.

METHI ..................................................................................................... £7.95
This dish is cooked with extensive use of fenugreek and a touch of
spinach providing a strong spicy flavour. (Medium strength).

ZEERA ..................................................................................................... £7.95
A well spiced dish, cooked with cumin seeds. (Medium well spiced).

PADINA .................................................................................................. £7.95
Cooked in a mild to medium sauce consisting of fresh mint,
basil and special aromatic herbs & spices.

ADHA ...................................................................................................... £7.95
Cooked with fresh ginger, onions, lemon juice and chef's own special sauce consisting
of specially blended ginger paste & aromatic herbs & spices. (Medium well spiced).
GARLIC ................................................................................................... £7.95
Cooked in a rich and spicy gravy with plenty of garlic.

CHICKEN TIKKA CHILLI MASSALA ............................................. £8.95
Cooked with fresh green chillies and coriander condensed
in a special massala spiced sauce. (Hot)

Exotic Specialities
HONEY CHICKEN / LAMB .............................................................. £9.95
A medium spiced cooked with pure honey and carefully
selected spices.

SUNDOR BON ..................................................................................... £9.95
Chicken and minced meat condensed in a Medium spiced Tandoori
sauce selected exotic herbs & spices.(Medium spiced).

KUFTA CHILLI MASSALA ............................................................... £9.95

Minced meat-balls infused with special exotic herbs and spice cooked
in clarified butter, methi leaves, green chillies and specially prepared
tomato sauce. (A Hot and very well spiced dish).

LAMB BAIGHUN BAHAR ................................................................ £9.95
Small pieces of lamb cooked with aubergine and specially
selected exotic herbs & spices. (Medium).

LAMB DERESH .................................................................................... £9.95

Lamb cooked with stir fried Okra with specially selected exotic herbs &
spices. (Medium).

CHICKEN OR LAMB SPECIAL CHANA ....................................... £9.95

A well spiced dish cooked with chick-peas, ginger & lemon condensed
in a special tandoori sauce with selected exotic herbs & spices.
(Medium well spiced).

CHICKEN OR LAMB REZALLA ...................................................... £9.95
A well spiced dish cooked with minced meat, onions and peppers,
condensed in a specially prepared thick yoghurt sauce consisting of
carefully selected exotic herbs & spices. (A very well spiced dish).

TAMARIND ........................................................................................... £9.95

Cooked in a delicate combination of garlic, onions, lemon and our very
own sweet tangy tamarind sauce with special aromatic spices.
Sprinkled with fresh coriander. (Medium/Sweet & Sour).

MAKHANI ............................................................................................. £9.95
Cooked with chopped peeled plum tomatoes, fresh cream, butter
and pure butter ghee. (A very special mild and buttery dish).

MULTAN ................................................................................................ £9.95

A medium spiced dish cooked with mushrooms and specially selected
exotic herbs and spices. (Medium well spiced).

BOMBAY FLAME ................................................................................ £9.95

A Very Hot and well spiced dish, cooked with potatoes in a special
Bangladeshi chilli sauce. (Madras, Vindaloo or Phall Hot. Only suitable
for those with a very strong constitution).

House Specialities
CHICKEN BADAMI ............................................................................. £8.95
Diced chicken tikka cooked in a cream, butterbeans, almonds nuts,
sultanas and chef's own special recipe.

CHICKEN OR LAMB GARLIC MASALA ...................................... £8.95
Pieces of lamb or chicken cooked with fresh garlic and chef's
special mixture of ground spices.

DESI CHICKEN OR LAMB ................................................................ £8.95
Chicken or lamb cooked in the tandoori and prepared in a
special exotic sauce.

CHICKEN OR LAMB RAJESHWARI .............................................. £8.95
Coriander and green chillies with green pepper, garlic and
tomatoes in a thick sauce.

CHICKEN OR LAMB BADHONIA .................................................. £8.95
Chicken or lamb cooked with butterbeans, lots of fresh coriander
in a thick, medium spiced sauce with chef's own recipe.

MALTA CHICKEN ............................................................................... £8.95
Diced chicken tikka cooked in a fairly mild sauce with fresh
orange garnished with coriander.

CHICKEN KARA MASALA ............................................................... £8.95
Cooked in fresh ginger and green peppers with a medium
sauce.

ACHARI CHICKEN OR LAMB ......................................................... £8.95
Cooked in a medium bhuna style sauce with mixed pickles,
served in a special sauce.

HARA CHICKEN .................................................................................. £8.95
Chicken tikka marinated in spiced yogurt then cooked with
whole spices and garnished with fresh coriander.

Biryani Dishes
Central Asian origin, these dishes are rich, very aromatic but mild. They
consist of special saffron rice cooked together with chicken, lamb, prawn
or vegetables in spiced pure butter-ghee. Served with vegetable curry
to suit your taste.

CHICKEN OR LAMB - £9.95, CHICKEN OR LAMB TIKKA - £10.50,
PRAWN - £9.95, VEGETABLE OR MUSHROOM - £7.95,
RAJ SPECIAL (CHICKEN, LAMB, PRAWNS & KING PRAWN) - £15.95

Vegetable Side Dishes £3.95 each
All side dishes are available as main dishes - Please ask.

MIXED VEGETABLE CURRY OR BHAJI
BHINDI BHAJI (Okra)

BRINJAL BHAJI (Aubergine)
MUSHROOM BHAJI
CAULIFLOWER BHAJI
SAAG BHAJI (Spinach)
BOMBAY ALOO (Spicy Potatoes)
CHANA MASSALA (Chick-peas)
ALOO CHANA (Potatoes & Chick-peas)
CHANA SAAG (Chick-peas and Spinach)
SAAG ALOO (Spinach & Potatoes)
ALOO GOBI (Potatoes & Cauliflower)
CHANA GOBI (Chick-peas & Cauliflower)
CHANA DALL (Lentils & split chick-peas, cooked in butter, cream and chefs own special mild spices)
TARKA DALL (Lentils with garlic)
DAL MASSALA (Spicy Lentils)
DALL SAMBA (Lentils with mixed vegetables)
SAAG PANEER (Spinach cooked with Indian Paneer cheese)
MUSHROOM PANEER (Mushrooms and Indian Paneer cheese)

RICE

All rice dishes are available in a large size for an extra £2.00 each

BOILED RICE - £2.50
PILAU RICE - £2.75
PEAS PILAU - £3.75
KEEMA PILAU - £3.75

(Minced meat cooked with saffron rice)

MUSHROOM FRIED RICE - £3.75
EGG FRIED RICE - £3.75
EGG & MUSHROOM RICE - £3.75
SPECIAL FRIED RICE - £3.75
(Cooked with egg, peas & subtle spices)
VEGETABLE FRIED RICE - £3.75

GARLIC FRIED RICE - £3.75
COCONUT RICE - £3.75
PASSION RICE - £3.75

(Special Saffron Rice cooked with Fruit & nuts)

ONION FRIED RICE - £3.75
KABULI RICE - £3.75

(Rice cooked with split chick-peas)

MILON RICE - £3.75

(Cooked with mushrooms, green peas & peppers)

SOUTH-INDIAN RICE - £3.75
(Fairly Hot)

Breads & Sundries

NAN (Wheat flour dough baked in a clay oven) - £2.50
GARLIC NAN PESHWARI NAN (Stuffed with coconut, almonds & sultanas) - £2.95
KEEMA NAN (Stuffed with minced meat) - £2.95
ONION NAN - £2.95
CHEESE NAN - £2.95
CHEESE & ONION NAN - £2.95
CHEESE & GARLIC NAN - £2.95
GARLIC & ONION NAN - £2.95
GARLIC & CHILLI NAN - £2.95
STUFFED KULCHA NAN (Stuffed with vegetables) - £2.95
CHAPATI OR PURI BREAD - £1.95
TANDOORI ROTI (Leavened bread baked in a clay oven) - £1.95
PARATHA (Unleavened bread fried in pure butter-ghee) - £2.50
STUFFED PARATHA (Stuffed with vegetables) - £2.95

CHIPS - £2.00

GREEN SALAD - £2.50

